12

reasons a cloud-based LMS is
mission critical, whether your
team is at home or in the office.

Learn & Grow isn’t your typical or traditional learning management
system. It’s a better way to keep your people tuned in and their
skills tuned up. So, despite any crisis or unprecedented
circumstance, your company and workforce can thrive.
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Keeps employees on their game, even if they’re in pajamas.
Provide consistent, high-quality learning online so
employees can better themselves from anywhere.

Makes sure staff is informed and aligned, even in crisis mode.
Effectively introduce new policies & procedures and give
owners and managers a better way to connect with staff.
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Rolls out surprisingly fast across your entire workforce.
Immediately transforms your training and begins elevating
your workforce and beneﬁting your business.

Ensures organization-wide adoption and engagement.
Learning becomes more accessible and ﬂexible because
it’s mobile friendly, on-demand, and self-paced.
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Helps learners succeed with relevant and doable content.
Every team member’s (or group’s) content is
personalized, bite-sized, visual & video based.

Incentivizes your staff to continue upskilling and achieving.
Recognize & reward employees with digital merit badges
and certiﬁcates that elevate status, value, and resumes.
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Simpliﬁes oversight and administration for supervisors.
Create custom courses, upload your own content, assign
individual or team paths, and track employee progress.

Maintains employee development, even during disruptions.
Appeal more to today’s workers that take their job
satisfaction and career path seriously.
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Continues to stoke company culture through any crisis.
Keep workers fully engaged and team spirit alive, despite
natural disasters that push teams physically apart.

Makes remotely onboarding new employees easier.
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Successfully start new employees entirely online and
help ensure their ongoing success from day one.
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Reduces learning & development costs considerably.
Streamline and save on training while reducing the burden
on HR and upgrading the experience for employees.

Futureproofs your company’s L & D and training.
LMS delivered via software as a service (SaaS) ensures that
your content and approach is always fresh and on point.
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Learn & Grow is just one of the à la carte features in isolved,
the cloud-based, all-in-one HCM platform trusted by
100,000 employers and 5,000,000 employees.

REQUEST A FRIENDLY LEARN & GROW DEMO NOW

Follow us for more helpful insights for HR pros.
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